Gwinnett County Public Schools (GCPS) celebrates our educators and the work they do to deliver on The Promise of Gwinnett! We know that what happens each and every day in the classroom helps our students to fulfill their promise. That is one reason why GCPS created a Teacher Attendance Recognition Program to recognize teachers who have perfect attendance each school year. In 2017–18, a group of 300 Gwinnett teachers met the perfect attendance criteria. The names of these teachers appear in this publication. Individually, they will be recognized at the October and November 2018 meetings of the Gwinnett County Board of Education. In addition, attendance trophies will be awarded to the elementary, middle, and high school having the highest teacher attendance rate for the school year.

GCPS salutes these teachers and realizes that their consistent presence in the classroom is a foundational premise to student success. No question about it... They deliver on The Promise of Gwinnett every day, making a difference in the lives of students!

Delivering on The Promise every day

GCPS salutes its teachers who had perfect attendance for the 2017–18 school year.

Alcova Elementary
Brooke Jordan

Annistown Elementary
Laura Baptiste

Arcado Elementary
Mike Hitchcock

Archer High
Chad Deal
Rachel Diamond
Rebecca Kasmier
Tiffany Myers
David Nelson

Baggett Elementary
Shelly Johnson

Baldwin Elementary
Ken Almon
Jennifer Kim
Rebecca Patterson

Bay Creek Middle
Douglas Edington

Beaver Ridge Elementary
Trudy Ives

Benedict Elementary
Rebekah Barton
Anita DeNicola

Berkmar High
Anthandus Beauford
Rosina Diaz
Joseph Edwards
Ricardo Farfan
Liliana Gomez
Brandon Horsley
Leah Dee Kilgore
Mariela Medina
Donyale Miller
Trevan Moore
Benoit Nzombeng
Christopher Pae
James Pinyan
Jacob Sagel
Tony Sellers
Melissa Vitrano
Sean Young

Berkmar Middle
Amanda Myers

Bethesda Elementary
Katie Manna
Lee Phillips

Britt Elementary
Nicole Camps
Luan Hammami

Brookwood High
John Chvatal
Melissa Kim
Michelle Leyva
David Lockwood
Cristy Mathews
Joel McLendon
Greg Puckett

Burnette Elementary
Cindy Ho

Centerville Elementary
Elizabeth Staden

Central Gwinnett High
Brandice Cook
Gary Garvin
Sheila Lamb
Kim Matthews
Andres Serna Lopez

Chattahoochee Elementary
Jeff Bradford

Chesney Elementary
Paige Bright
Bridget Hyde
Misty Jackson

Coleman Middle
Val Mickish
Jan Rebel
Erin Roberts

Collins Hill High
Tori Cimo
Andrew Hudson
Mary Ellen West

Corley Elementary
Kelly Baker
Jason Huttiga
Esther Lee
Stephanie Shane
Jerry Whigham

Craig Elementary
Carol Garreau
Vickie Rowe

Creekland Middle
Robert Grunduski
Henry Hadden
John Iverson

Crews Middle
Jessica Harper
Michael Hessler

Curriculum and Instructional Support Division
Lindsey Brown
Brooke Newton

Dacula High
John Bailey
Andrea Marchese
Juan Rico

Dacula Middle
David Betha
Josh Lord
Beth Wall

Discovery High
Brian Moler

Duluth High
Megan Hembree
Lisa McKay
Robert Myles

Duluth Middle
Harriet Staley

Duncan Creek Elementary
Marie Abreu

Dyer Elementary
Kristie Burton

Five Forks Middle
Stephen Santana

Fort Daniel Elementary
Mark Mitchell

GIVE Center East
Vickie Rea
Stephanie Reed
Donald Southland

GIVE Center West
Emily Eigal

Graves Elementary
Pat Rainer

Grayson Elementary
Jody Dawson

Grayson High
Bill Batchelor
Tara Gunter

Gwin Oaks Elementary
Tina Cramer
Ashley Hagerty
Stephanie Siren

Gwinnett Online Campus
Melissa Amir Smith

Gwinnett School of Mathematics, Science, and Technology
Kristen Blanchard
Patricia Caldwell
Anisio Dos Santos
Rhonda Rackley
Jennifer Sweat
Ryan Taylor

Harbins Elementary
Kayla Sapp

Harmony Elementary
Jennifer Branch

Harris Elementary
Jennifer Branch

Hopkins Elementary
LeAnne Hatfield

Hull Middle
Dana Holmes
Tommy Malcom
Suzanne Shaw

Dee Kigore
Mariela Medina
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Students achievement is directly related to teacher attendance. The consistent presence of an effective teacher is a foundational premise to student success.